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Abstract
Polarity classification (positive, negative or neutral opinion detection) is well developed in the field of opinion mining. However, existing
tools, which perform with high accuracy on short sentences and explicit expressions, have limited success interpreting narrative phrases
and inference contexts. In this article, we will discuss an important aspect of opinion mining: inference. We will give our definition
of inference, classify different types, provide an annotation framework and analyze the annotation results. While inferences are often
studied in the field of Natural-language understanding (NLU), we propose to examine inference as it relates to opinion mining. Firstly,
based on linguistic analysis, we clarify what kind of sentence contains an inference. We define five types of inference: logical inference,
pragmatic inference, lexical inference, enunciative inference and discursive inference. Second, we explain our annotation framework
which includes both inference detection and opinion mining. In short, this manual annotation determines whether or not a target
contains an inference. If so, we then define inference type, polarity and topic. Using the results of this annotation, we observed several
correlation relations which will be used to determine distinctive features for automatic inference classification in further research. We
also demonstrate the results of three preliminary classification experiments.
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1. Introduction
The Internet provides users with the possibility to share
their opinions and sentiments on various aspects of daily
life. This has become a challenge for companies (reputa-
tion, customer satisfaction, etc.) and alters the way clients
behave because they can freely express their negative com-
ments whilst hiding behind their screens. These comments
can be interpreted differently according to different cultural
and social codes, whose diversity has a large influence on
vocabulary usage (generic vs domain-specific), judgment
criteria (room size, facilities and hotel services), as well as
means of expression (especially elements considered nega-
tive).
There is no doubt that analysis of massive amounts of com-
ment data requires automatic opinion mining tools to an-
alyze the content and identify expressed trends. Further,
these tools should be able to find the hidden meaning of
inferences in specific contexts.
Existing tools/models can accurately predict the writer’s at-
titude in simple explicit sentences which contain opinion
words, such as 酒店地理位置很好 (The hotel location is
very good) or房间空间小 (The room is small).1 However,
polarity is not obvious when there is inference involved.
The hotel is close to the Eiffel Tower also means The hotel
location is very good. In other words, the lack of opinion
words in sentences may increase the difficulty of detecting
the attitude of the writer. Interpreting this kind of comment
requires not only textual context and domain information,
but also knowledge of the cultural background of the writer.
For example, 前台不讲英语 (Receptionist cannot speak
English) is an objective statement. But for foreigners, this
statement infers communication difficulty. Therefore, this
objective statement is negative.
Because of this, we propose adding inference analysis to
an opinion mining system. This article focuses on the an-

1All the sentences in Chinese are glossed in section 3.

notation of inferences in Chinese texts undertaken before
implementing an inference algorithm to an opinion mining
system. This article is composed of:

• a detailed definition of inference, including inference
types

• corpus pre-processing and a detailed explanation of
our corpus annotation configuration

• statistics of annotation results

• three classification experiments using the annotated
corpus

• discussion of analysis data

2. Previous Work
According to the traditional etymology, the word “infer-
ence” originates from the Latin inferentia which means
“consequence” (Vittori, 1609). Since its appearance, appli-
cation of inference has not been limited to a single domain.
In basic science (McMullin, 2013), inference has been de-
veloped in geometric mathematics (Cuel, 2014), statistics
(Rodriguez and Müller, 2013; Kern-Isberner and Eichhorn,
2014), linguistics (Martin, 1976; Guy and Serge, 1992),
philosophy (Silins, 2013; Wright, 2014; Gjelsvik, 2015),
and even Xuanzang’s Buddhist teachings (Tang, 2015).
In spite of large amount of inference research, there is no
consensus on neither what exactly defines an inference, nor
any uniform classification of different types of inference,
which are dependent on both scientific domain and on re-
search purpose (Lavigne, 2008). In this paper, we focus on
the linguistic aspects.

2.1. Definition
General dictionary and thesaurus provide the following def-
initions of inference: “a conclusion reached on the basis
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of evidence and reasoning” for the Oxford English Dictio-
nary (2000) or “a guess that you make or an opinion that
you form based on the information that you have” for the
Cambridge Advanced Learner’s Dictionary (Cam, 2013).
In descriptive linguistics, inference is a determining proce-
dure for the order of meaning. A proposition p infers or
implies a proposition q if and only if, p being true, q is nec-
essarily true. Martin (2004) gives an example: if she picked
roses is true, then she picked flowers is true, and considers
the reasoning will no longer be valid if we reverse the two
propositions. Doussau and Rigal (2011) define an infer-
ence as an operation by which we pass from one assertion
considered true to another assertion based on a system of
rules making the second assertion equally true. They cite
a definition from the Dictionnaire d’orthophonie (2004) in
which an inference is an additional piece of information in-
explicitly contained in the message, but that the readers can
deduce or assume from their own general knowledge of the
world. In this way, links are established between the differ-
ent parts of the text and the reader’s mental representations.
Inference analysis is close to textual implication (Bedaride,
2010; Grau and Gleize, 2018). Indeed, textual implication
refers to a kind of relation between the segment of source
text and the segment of target text, which supposes that two
texts exist both in the corpus, while the inference is rather
employed in the situation that only the source text is present
in the study, and it is the work of the speakers or the re-
searchers to deduct the meaning underneath.

2.2. Inference Types
Although there have been a large number of inference stud-
ies, there is no consensus on a uniform classification of the
different types of inference (Peirce, 1958; Schmalhofer et
al., 2002; Lavigne, 2008; Khemlani et al., 2012), since clas-
sification is dependent on scientific field and research pur-
pose.
Walter (1998) proposes a classification with four categories
simply named by letters from A to D, which reflects the
difficulty in naming inference types. Rossi and Campion
(1999), van den Broek et al. (1999) and Fayol (2003) de-
velop an inference classification which takes into account
text sequencing and contains connection inference, restora-
tion inference and elaboration inference. For example,
Mom had prepared two skirts for Julie, one red and one
green. Julie did not like the red one. The resulting interpre-
tation is that Julie was going to choose the green skirt. The
order of two sentences influences this interpretation. Based
on the research of Peirce (1958), Dufaye (2001) advances
an inference classification with induction, deduction, retro-
duction, in which deduction inference is distinguished by
immediate inference and mediate inference (Khemlani et
al., 2012). In linguistics, Duchêne (2008) distinguishes
logical inference from pragmatic inference (Horn, 1984;
Graesser et al., 1994; Martin, 2004; Duchêne, 2008; Vlad,
2011), while Doucy and Massoussi (2012) emphasize a
distinction between lexical inference, enunciative inference
and discursive inference (Patron, 2011; Ruph Porte, 2011;
Ranger, 2013).
In our previous work (Yan, 2018), we defined three levels
of inference analysis, based on the different inference types

presented above :

• Semantic production: designates how access to mean-
ing expressed by inference. This uses logical infer-
ence, pragmatic inference and lexical inference (de-
fined below) (Martin, 1976; Horn, 1984; Martin,
2004; Doucy and Massoussi, 2012; Thibaud and Vi-
viant, 2014)

• Modality production: signifies the mental process that
the speaker uses to access the meaning expressed by
the inference. This uses deduction, induction or retro-
duction (Peirce, 1958; Deledalle, 1994; Dufaye, 2001)

• Production mode: how an inference is expressed by
the speaker, using enunciative and discursive infer-
ences (Patron, 2011; Doucy and Massoussi, 2012;
Ranger, 2013)

In this paper, our analysis will only be developed at the
first and the last level, semantic production and produc-
tion mode, which both contain logical inference, pragmatic
inference, lexical inference, enunciative inference and dis-
cursive inference. We explain the differences between five
types of inference with examples in the next section.

3. Corpus and Annotation Guidelines
3.1. Corpus
3.1.1. Presentation
We crawled Chinese comments of Paris hotels on two web-
sites: booking.com and mafengwo.cn. Two different web-
sites were selected to broaden the resource. Unlike book-
ing.com, which is available in multiple languages for inter-
national travel reservations, mafengwo.cn is limited to the
Chinese public and is solely in Chinese. The main com-
ponent of the corpus consists of tourists’ comments about
hotels in Paris which recount their experiences and express
their attitudes. The other crucial part of the corpus concerns
the comment metadata, consisting of hotel score, hotel star
rating, hotel location, user score, user age and user level.
The comments demonstrate the specific cultural and social
characteristics of these tourists in their evaluation criteria
(room size, facilities and hotel service), in their choice of
vocabulary (generic terms or specific terms), and in their
method of expressing their sentiments (especially negative
sentiments).
We collected a total of 60,000 comments. The entire corpus
was segmented and tagged using Jieba, a Python Chinese
segmentation module.2

3.1.2. Controlled Selection of Comments
Our main objective is to target the linguistic inferences in
the corpus. First of all, manual annotation was needed
to produce a reference corpus, mainly used for Machine
Learning. Since manual annotation is both costly and time-
consuming, just 1391 of the 60,000 comments were ex-
tracted for annotation,3 accounting five percent of the cor-

2https://github.com/fxsjy/jieba
3The annotated corpus is available at https://github.

com/liyunyan/ChineseHotelReviewAnnotation.
git

https://github.com/fxsjy/jieba
https://github.com/liyunyan/ChineseHotelReviewAnnotation.git
https://github.com/liyunyan/ChineseHotelReviewAnnotation.git
https://github.com/liyunyan/ChineseHotelReviewAnnotation.git
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pus. In order to increase the representativeness of the cor-
pus extracted, we defined the following three rules to direct
the extraction of sentences from the original corpus :

• Equality: The total number of positive and negative
comments is equal, in order to make comparison pos-
sible.

• Superiority: The average sentence length in the anno-
tated corpus is superior to that of the original corpus.
We defined an access threshold of a minimum of eight
words; this helps avoid short comments which often
lack linguistic inferences.

• Balance: The percentage of the different metadata
comments in the annotated corpus is positively corre-
lated to the different metadata comments of the origi-
nal corpus (e.g., the geographical distribution of com-
ments for each arrondissement in both the annotated
and the original corpus is shown in Figure 1, where
the 9th arrondissement is the most over-represented in
the original corpus).
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Figure 1: Distribution of comments in each arrondissement
between the annotated corpus (blue) and the original corpus
(red)

3.2. Annotation Framework
Our interpretation of the different kinds of inference we
wished to extract was detailed in an annotation guide. The
definition of each type of inference to be tagged is discussed
in this section.
Annotations are made at three levels: comment, sentence,
and phrase. Several kinds of information are associated
with annotations made at the comment and sentence levels:
(i) the presence of inference within the annotated segment
(absence, presence, uncertain), (ii) the polarity conveyed
(positive, negative, neutral, unknown) to be used later for
opinion mining, and (iii) the topic covered by this segment
(chosen from ten topics). If an inference is present, the type
of inference must be specified (from five types: discursive,
enunciative, lexical, logical, and pragmatic). At the phrase
level, only phrases with inferences are annotated along with
polarity and topic related information.
We used the BRAT annotation tool4 to annotate our corpus
since this tool allows for the rapid annotation of linguistic
information in texts.

4https://brat.nlplab.org/

3.2.1. Annotation Levels
We consider three levels of annotation: phrase, sentence,
and comment. Phrases are portions of sentences, repre-
sented by a comma, semicolon or space character, which
is used like a comma in Chinese. Sentences are separated
by final punctuation marks (“.” “!” “?” “...”). A comment,
which is a sequence of sentences, may contain several final
punctuation marks.
Our aim is to discover which inference tag is related to
which level. Is there an inference type that appears more
frequently at one level compared to others? We hypothesize
that this three-level analysis makes it easier to distinguish
inference occurrence in hotel opinion mining research.

3.2.2. Inference Annotation Tags
Presence of Inference First, the annotators should deter-
mine whether the target contains linguistic inference or not.
In order to identify such inferences, the annotators focus on
the topic and polarity found in the text.

• Presence tag: if the comment is implicit, a personal
interpretation of the comment is required to obtain the
binary structure: [topic, polarity], then the comment
contains an inference (cf. Figure 4, 5, and 6)

• Absence tag: when the topic and polarity can be eas-
ily determined without any process of deduction, the
comment is explicit. As a consequence, there is no in-
ference (see Figure 2 which presents an explicit binary
structure [topic, polarity], which are [location, posi-
tive] and [room, negative].

Figure 2: Absence of inference

• Uncertainty tag: when a comment is unreadable
(spelling mistakes), incomprehensible (use of non-
standard Chinese characters), or incomplete (in Fig-
ure 3, the first sentence is not comprehensible, since
we are not able to determine the topic related to the
comment. The second sentence is not sufficiently
complete to recognize polarity of the customer)

Inference Type If a comment contains an inference, fur-
ther analysis is made to specify the type of inference. To be
more precise, we distinguish five inference types:

https://brat.nlplab.org/
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Figure 3: Uncertainty sentences

• Logical inference refers to cases when the reader
comes to a personal interpretation and develops his
reasoning while reading the comment. In other words,
this interpretation is produced by using synonymous
words or grammatical information. A literal transla-
tion is enough to understand the inference and no more
information needs to be added for text comprehension.
For example, the sentence in Figure 6 below does not
contain any opinion words, but clearly expresses the
client’s negative opinion.

Figure 4: Objective statement, positive (above) and nega-
tive (below)

热水 吹风机
rè shuı̌ chuı̄ fēng jı̄
hot water blow wind machine
“hot water” “hair dryer”

Figure 5: Vocalubary with lexical inference

• Pragmatic inference is an inductive process which re-
lies on knowledge acquired by an individual during
past experiences. The reader brings his own world
view to his interpretation of the text. The diversity
of individual experience and world view means that
the interpretation of the same pragmatic inference can
be different depending on the reader’s experience. Be-
cause of this, more external information needs to be
added to understand this kind of inference. The first

example of Figure 4 contains a typical example of
pragmatic inference. This objective narrative sentence
implicitly expresses a positive location for accommo-
dation. The second example is also an objective state-
ment, since for foreigners, this statement infers com-
munication difficulty. These instances of pragmatic in-
ference mean that we consider the first objective state-
ment and the second objective statement both contain
negative polarity.

• Lexical inference is the only type which focuses on
words. It presupposes that if the reader has the same
knowledge as the writer, then certain words from the
text contribute to inference creation. If a word is not
semantically positive or negative, but it implies a pos-
itive or negative opinion towards a hotel, then it will
be classified as an instance of lexical inference. For
example, “hot water” is a semantically positive com-
ment, because Chinese tourists do not drink cold tap
water. Both guest comments in Figure 5 are semanti-
cally positive for Chinese tourists.

• Enunciative inference refers to how an inference is
expressed by the speaker. It specifically occurs in
three different situations. If a sentence contains an ad-
verb that determines polarity is interrogative, or im-
plies criticism or appreciation, the sentence includes
an enunciative inference. For instance, the adverb only
in the first sentence of Figure 7 infers an opposition
of expectation. The second sentence expresses an im-
plicit criticism.

• Discursive inference concerns not only one sentence,
but a concatenation of several sentences. It follows
that, discursive inference usually appears in long com-
ments, especially when a topic word is not present
anywhere in the comment. Due to the length of this
kind of sentence and the limited length of this article,
we provide a translation of the Chinese sentence: The
water in the vase of flowers hadn’t been changed for
several days. We saw that the water had become tur-
bid, which is really disgusting.

Polarity Polarity expressed in the annotated portion is di-
vided into four types: positive, negative, neutral (for enti-
ties that lacks an obvious polarity, such as classical style or
wooden structure, etc.) or unknown (chosen only when the
sentence is incomprehensible, or incomplete). Example in
Figure 6 is negative.

Topic The last type of information concerns the topic
covered by the comment, sentence or phrase. A total of
ten topics is provided: (i) location (e.g., tourist attraction,
nearby shopping, dining, environment, transport), (ii) fa-
cilities (e.g., room, bathroom, wifi), (iii) staff evaluation,
(iv) cleanliness, (v) quality of service (e.g., shuttle bus),
(vi) price, (vii) security (both neighborhood and inside the
hotel), (viii) customer base, (ix) general and (x) mixed.
Figure 8 presents an annotated example using BRAT, which
is annotated in the following manner:

• The whole comment 没有电梯房间小6楼阁楼不错
就是没有卫生间有卫生间的又太小转身困难基
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Figure 6: Logical inference

入住 三天 只有 第一天 提供 了 瓶装水。
rù zhù sān tiān zhı̌ yǒu dı̀ yı̄ tiān tı́ gōng le pı́ng zhuāng shuı̌
enter live three days only have first day Provide ACC bottle fill water
“During the three-day stay, the hotel only provided a bottle of water on the first day.”

敲门 敲 了 一下 还没 来得及 应门 员工 就 进来 了。
qiāomén qiāo le yı̄ xià hái méi lái de jı́ yı̀ng mén yuan gōng Jiù jı̀n lái le
knock door knock ACC once still NEG enough time respond door staff just enter ACC
“(The staff) knocked on the door once. There was not enough time for us to answer before the staff entered the room. ”

Figure 7: Enunciative inference

本可以房价偏贵 (There is no elevator. There is no
bathroom. In addition, the room is too small to turn
around. The price is a bit expensive) is annotated as
being composed of lexical, logical, and pragmatic in-
ferences about facilities, with a negative polarity.

• There is no sentence level in this example. Sentences
are separated by final punctuation marks, while there
is no final punctuation marks present in Figure 8.

• At phrase level, the annotators decide whether:

– (a) there is no inference in the sentence 房间小
(small room)

– or (b) an inference exists in the sentence没有电
梯 (there is no elevator), in this last case, the in-
ference is of lexical, logical and pragmatic types,
with a negative polarity, and concerns the topic
facilities,

– or (c) the existence of an inference is uncertain in
the sentence 转身困难 (in addition, the room is
too small to turn around).

• At word level, the single word 电梯 (elevator) con-
cerns facilities and is an instance of lexical inference
with a positive polarity (nearly always).

4. Corpus Annotation
4.1. Annotation Process
The annotation work was carried out by three native-
speaker Chinese annotators. Each annotation file was an-
notated separately by at least two annotators who then con-
sorted together and agreed on a final version. The inter-
annotator agreement scores were calculated by comparing
each annotator’s version with the consensus version. The
writer of the annotation guide did not participate in the an-
notation work. The annotation corpus file was cut into 53
sub-corpus files, with 10 comments for the first 5 files, 20

comments for the next 10 files, and 30 comments for the
last 38 files. The increase in the number of comments per
sub-corpus file was designed to take into account the anno-
tators’ proficiency improvements throughout the task.

4.2. Inter-Annotator Agreement

V1 V2 V1 vs. V2
Inference presence tags 0,9627 0,9536 0,9382
Inference type tags 0,7050 0,6854 0,6505
Polarity tags 0,8449 0,8170 0,8255
Topic tags 0,7454 0,7071 0,7056
Overall 0,8145 0.7908 0,8612

Table 1: F1 score of agreement between two versions and
consensus version

According to Table 1, global F1 for agreement between in-
ference presence tags was over 0.95, which shows that each
of the two annotators was in near-prefect agreement con-
cerning inference presence tags (presence, absence and un-
certainty), which are mutually exclusive. However, the F1
score for the inference type tags dropped to 0.6-0.7. Among
the five inference type tags, we had difficulty recognizing
discursive inference (with F1 at 0.3262 and 0.3642). The
easiest type to identify was lexical inference. This may be
because the boundary of discursive inference is more diffi-
cult to define since it often contains several sentences in one
inference. As for topic and polarity tag choice, correlation
of polarity tag choices was slightly higher than that of the
topic tags, because topic tags had seven more candidates
than polarity tags.

4.3. Quantification

Statistical results concerning our annotated corpus will be
presented in this section.
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Figure 8: Annotated example using BRAT: annotations are made at comment, sentence, and word levels

Phrase Sentence Comment
Presence 2740 1614 215
Absence 1637 66 0
Uncertainty 1624 76 0
Total 6001 1756 215

Table 2: Distribution of inference presence tags over three
levels

4.3.1. Inference Presence Tags
For inference presence tags, we observed that the phrase
level has many more inference tags than the sentence and
comment levels. When it comes to the sentence and com-
ment levels, there are fewer ambiguities, so that the number
of absence and uncertainty tags are reduced, in particular
at the comment level, whose number of absence and un-
certainty tags were 0. In other words, all comment level
reviews contain at least an inference.

4.3.2. Inference Type Tags

Phrase Sentence Comment
Logical 2297 1504 210
Pragmatic 1839 1319 193
Lexical 1007 902 105
Enunciative 291 285 90
Discursive 3 96 87

Table 3: Distribution of inference type tags over three levels

In terms of the inference type tags presented in Table 3, log-
ical (4012) outnumbers the other four types. The discursive
type (187) has the least number. Furthermore, logical and
pragmatic inferences more often occur at the phrase level
while discursive occurs in the sentence and comment lev-
els.
In addition, we also combine different inference types
and calculate their frequencies. Having the most no-
table numbers, the three remarkable combinations are
logical+pragmatic+lexical, logical+pragmatic and lexi-
cal+logical, while the combinations that are formed by
enunciative or discursive are far fewer. This means that
logical, pragmatic and lexical inferences coexist most of the
time and much easier to capture, but enunciative and dis-
cursive inferences contain more information, which makes
them harder to distinguish.

4.3.3. Polarity Tags
As for the number of polarity tags, unsurprisingly, the num-
ber of positive comments (4613) is much higher than neg-

ative comments(2907), with neutral ones appearing 390
times and unknown 15 times. It appears that tourists tend to
make positive comments. Even negative comments contain
a few moderating positive words.

4.3.4. Topic Tags
By far, the most common topic tags are facilities (2835)
and location (2370), which are far more than the others.
This is because tourist mostly pay attention to the facili-
ties and location of a hotel, but also because users tend to
mention various topics in one comment - this level has 699
mixed tags. The customer base is less important since al-
most all comments concern hotels with star ratings, not per-
sonal apartments, so clients have less opportunity to meet
“roommates”.

5. Experimentation
5.1. Polarity Classification
Applying an emotion ontology5 based on Ekman’s Atlas of
Emotions to the annotated corpus, we predicted the polar-
ity of each comment by calculating the weighting of senti-
ment words found in the comment. Weighting of sentiment
words is in the range of -1 to 1. If a comment score is
greater or equal to 1, then the comment is positive. If a
score is less than or equal to -1, then the comment is nega-
tive. Scores between -1 and 1 are classified as neutral. From
7168 comments, 5069 (71%) did not match any sentiment
words and 4153 (82%) of them contained at least one infer-
ence. For comments within sentiment words but whose po-
larity prediction were incorrect, 758 (79%) also contained
an inference. We can see in Figure 9) the usefulness of in-
ference detection in opinion mining for comments without
sentiment words. Sentiment words alone without inference
detection are insufficient for opinion mining.

Figure 9: Proportion of inferences present in segments with
and without sentiment words

5http://ir.dlut.edu.cn/EmotionOntologyDownload
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5.2. Automatic Inference Classification with
SVMs

Given that existing linguistic resources perform unsatisfac-
torily on opinions with inferences, we aim to automatically
identify opinions with inferences, and in addition classify
inference types. The modeling is based on SVMs which
can efficiently perform classification on a small corpus. Our
experimental features are divided into two types of meta-
data: hotel metadata features and morphosyntactic infor-
mation. Hotel features include hotel score, star rating, user
score, user age, and location. Morphosyntactic informa-
tion includes comment length, negative words and number
of each part-of-speech tag. There are 54 different part-of-
speech tags in total. We count the number of different tags
for each sentence and include them in the morphosyntac-
tic information. Based on 7000 training data and 2500 test
data, the performance of the model is presented in Table 4.

Presence
inference Logical Pragmatic Lexical Enunciative Discursive

Accuracy 0.9185 0.8978 0.8663 0.8745 0.7560 0.9230

Table 4: Accuracy of inference classification with SVMs

5.3. Polarity Prediction with Inference
With the same training and test data, we add inference pres-
ence informations and inference types as SVM experimen-
tal features for polarity prediction. Compared to no in-
ference modeling, using inference presence informations
improves the accuracy from 0.764 to 0.9072. The perfor-
mance of predicting polarity is even better by adding the
five inference types with an accuracy of 0.9136.

6. Discussion
6.1. Annotation Presence and Type Tags

Depending on Level
Having defined three levels of analysis, phrase, sentence
and comment, we begin by analyzing the correlation of cat-
egories at different levels. It is important to know that even
though we have distinguished three levels, a comment that
contains only one sentence is classed as a sentence, not
classed as a comment. A comment is defined as contain-
ing two or more final punctuation marks. Sentence is often
a kind of comment, because comment represents a set of
statements that ends with final punctuation. However, be-
cause of the irregular punctuation used in a web reviews,
sentence can consist of grammatical sentences separated by
either commas or spaces. This kind of comment is tagged
as a sentence, since automatic classification of spaces ac-
cording to function (as phrase or sentence final markers)
did not obtain convincing results with an F1 of 0.409.To
avoid producing noise at the analysis stage, such cases are
always classified as sentences.
There are 6001 phrases, 1756 sentences, 215 comments in
the annotated corpus (see Table 2). At the phrase level,
each tag type is greater than 1,600. However, the num-
bers are greatly reduced at the sentence and comment lev-
els, especially for absence and uncertainty, with no tags
at the comment level. We can see that the presence infer-
ence tags increases as the length of tag segments decreases.

In other words, inference and length of tag segments are
positively correlated. This observation influenced how we
locate inference during automatic inference classification.
Almost no discursive inference appears at the phrase level,
which demonstrates that a discursive inference involves a
sequence of sentences. There are 210 logical inferences at
the phrase level but many more at the sentence level (1504).
This is because a logical inference is produced during the
development of the text, and a phrase, rather is local or just
a portion of text.

Figure 10: Distribution of five inference types for each level
(phrase in blue, sentence in red, comment in yellow)

At the sentence level, unexpectedly, there are more discur-
sive inferences than at the comment level. This is because
the corpus contains an informal writing style where some
people use spaces instead of periods as endpoints. In this
kind of text, multiple grammatical sentences are classed as
sentences rather than comments. This tendency also occurs
in cases of lexical inference. Lexical inferences are neu-
tral words in the general sense but carry a polarity in ho-
tel industry discourse. In the sentence The hotel is close
to the shopping center, a large room overlooking Eiffel
Tower, clean bathroom with products of l’Occitane., “Eiffel
Tower”, “shopping center” and “l’Occitane” are all lexical
inferences.
In order to better understand the relationship between in-
ference types and three levels, we converted the percentage
of certain categories in each level to the Figure 10. The
logical, pragmatic, enunciative and discursive types have a
positive correlation from a change of phrase to comment.
On the contrary, the lexical type has a negative correlation
with an increase in the size of the portion.

6.2. Opinion Mining and Inference
6.2.1. Polarities and Inferences

Positive Negative Neutral Unknown
Word 1535 60 54 0
Phrase 2267 1877 225 10
Sentence 768 805 104 3
Comment 43 165 6 1
Total 4613 2907 389 14

Table 5: Distribution of polarity at different levels

According to the statistics shown in Table 5, the number of
positive sentences is 30 more than negative sentences, and
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positive phrases 487 more than negative ones. The number
of positive words is 25 times than that of negative words. At
the comment, however, the number of negative comments
increases abruptly up to 130 compared to 37 positive com-
ments. We conclude that when users gave their opinions in
paragraphs or with a sequence of sentences, it is very likely
that they expressed a negative opinion in describing these
experiences.
The neutral and unknown categories share a similar ten-
dency. There are contained mainly at the phrase level, and
appear much less often at the sentence level, and even less
at the word and comment levels. In particular, there is no
unknown label at the word and comment levels, because
a word, except in the case of misspelled words, carries a
precise meaning. It can be neutral, but never be unknown.
Another for this, at the comment level, a long description
contains enough information to determine the polarity.

6.2.2. Topics and Inferences

Topic W. Phra. Sent. Com. Total
facilities 601 1619 561 54 2835
location 907 1133 310 20 2370
mixed 0 169 473 57 699
staff 48 400 124 30 602
overall evaluation 66 421 43 5 535
quality of service 7 288 98 33 426
cleanliness 0 140 23 2 165
security 10 106 29 11 156
price 0 92 18 1 111
customer base 10 8 1 1 20

Table 6: Number of topic tags at each level ordered by total
number of tags (W.=Word, Phra.=Phrase, Sent.=Sentence,
Com.=Comment)

We have identified ten topics with their associated subtopics
in the annotation guide. As we can see in Table 6, facilities
and location are the two most common topics. We can in-
terpret this as being because facilities and location are the
main criteria used when evaluating hotel stays. The topic
mixed that identifies when several topics are mentioned in
a single segment ranks third. The comment level has the
most mixed topics, as customers usually mention more than
one topic in a long description.
Among the ten topics, there are fewer opinions about
the customer base. There are several reasons for this:
first the hotels we analyzed have profiles on Booking and
Mafengwo, unlike Airbnb, most are officially star rated ho-
tels. Usually, guests do not share rooms or living spaces
with other guests, so they rarely have an opportunity to
meet other guests. The topic of the customer base is not
relevant for them.
As for the word level, the mixed topic is unrepresented, as
are cleanliness and price. That is, there is no lexical in-
ference that concerns cleanliness and price, at least in our
annotated corpus. At the comment level, the mixed tag is
the most used, since there is more scope to talk about sev-
eral topics over several sentences.

6.3. Analysis of Experimental Results
With our annotated corpus, we conducted two preliminary
experiments as an example of how the corpus can be used.
According to the results of our polarity classification in sec-
tion 5.1, two thirds of comments do not contain any sen-
timent words, so that polarity cannot be simply detected
by identifying words from an emotion ontology. Even if
a comment does include sentiment words, polarity classi-
fication accuracy is still very low (0.5210). Therefore, au-
tomatic inference identification seems necessary in opinion
mining. As for the SVM results, the model performs well,
in particular for inference presence detection. Enunciative
inferences are the most difficult to classify, since their av-
erage length of segments that contain them is highly vari-
able, unlike discursive inferences (usually found in long
segments), and lexical inferences (usually found in short
segments). Moreover, adding inference informations as ex-
perimental features of SVM do improve sentiment polarity
prediction.

6.4. Annotation Difficulties
During manual annotation, it was found that, phrase and
sentence boundary recognition was not always clear-cut.
Secondly, some reviews left by the tourists were syntac-
tically incomplete but semantically comprehensible. This
caused the greatest disagreement between the annotators.
Also, we encountered in the comments some ambiguous
words in the comments which made it difficult to determine
their polarity, such as neologisms used by young people
on the Internet. Even though the meaning of these words
was not formally defined, they were labeled with the lex-
ical inference tag, and the polarity annotated according to
the intuition of annotators. All these difficulties lead to a
relatively low inter-annotator agreement.

7. Conclusion and Perspectives
In this paper, we presented firstly the annotation framework
we defined to process inferences. This framework was
composed of three entities, five inference types, polarities
and topics. From our annotation experiments, we observed
that correlation relations exist within and between each
level for inference types, polarities and topics. Secondly,
we conducted three classification experiments to prove that
inference can play an important role in opinion mining, and
show that automatic identification and classification of in-
ference types perform sufficiently well on a small text cor-
pus. In futur research, we will begin narrowing automatic
inference identification and classification by applying these
regular patterns and determine the distinctive features for
each type. Furthermore, our modelization will be expanded
to distinguish between the phrase, sentence and comment
levels.
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